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Jam app promo at Macworld with Abu the monkey

 
By Joseph Russell

Marketing a new app can be a daunting task. There are the obvious channels such as mobile banners and pay-per-
install social ads, but the costs can be prohibitive, especially for startups on a budget.

Paying for every download is not a sustainable strategy for most app startups.

The Holy Grail for every app developer is for its app to go viral, which means free organic installs.

Of course, there are no sure-fire strategies to achieve virality, so marketers must try different channels and strategies
to see what works for them.

Dependence on a trial-and-error process can mean a lot of budget is wasted on these experiments.

Real-world case studies can give marketers a headstart, but case studies for mobile app launches are hard to find.

I recently published an in-depth case study for a music app I launched called Jam. The intention was to help other
app startups and marketing professionals by detailing exactly what we did, what was effective and what was not.

Here, I will outline some of our biggest wins, losses and key takeaways from the campaign.

Summary

Jam is a song generation app that uses artificial intelligence to create original music, based on a vocal input.

Since its release in 2013, Jam has attracted almost a million users, 290,000 of which were achieved over a four-
month launch period. This case study follows that launch period and the launch marketing campaign.

Strategy

The launch strategy changed a bit over the course of four months, but broadly it consisted of the following:

Public relations
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Event attendance and sponsorships

Paid media

Celebrity endorsement

Social media

Our strategy revolved around using PR activities, celebrity endorsements, social media and events to build
awareness, combined with paid media burst campaigns.

The burst campaigns would drive immediate downloads and help push the app up in the App Store charts to
encourage organic uplift.

Jam team

Budget

We had a marketing budget of $170,000 for the four-month campaign.

The final budget breakdown was roughly as follows:

PR and marketing agency costs: $18,000

Sponsored blogger reviews: $5,000

Social media content and management: $7,000

Facebook ads: $1,800

Mobile banner ads: $30,000

App-of-the-day promotions: $32,000

Event attendance and sponsorships: $55,200

Celebrity appearances: $22,000

Execution

Our initial PR outreach focused on app-specific media, including blogs and review sites to whom an app launch is
relevant news. This way we were able to build up a strong media presence quite easily before targeting mainstream
media with more broadly newsworthy content.

The events we chose to attend were Macworld in San Francisco, where we held our hard app launch and SXSW in
Austin, Texas.

To generate news we brought a live monkey along to Macworld with us, against the advice of Macworld organizers.
The stunt paid off and generated the newsworthy story for which we were hoping.

Jam and our monkey friend were picked up by The Guardian of London, ABC7, Star-Telegraph, TUAW, MacObserver
and dozens of other media outlets. Even Macworld itself named Jam and Abu the monkey one of the highlights of
the conference in Macworld magazine.



During the first few weeks Jam had considerable success with app-of-the-day sites AppsGratis and App-o-day, the
former generating 50,000 downloads in a single day. This fast spike in our user-base also resulted in a large organic
uplift.

At the same time, we ran paid burst campaigns with AppsFire, Millennial Media and Meta Resolver. These served
their purpose in generating fast results to help push the app up in the charts, but the cost per install was comparatively
high and not sustainable long term.

The highlight of the entire campaign was our sponsorship of the Music Tech Expo at SXSW. As part of our
sponsorship we created the "Jam Lounge" where we held live Jam demos and gave out free drink cards to anyone
who installed the app.

Macklemore Jam for iPhone

We also arranged a guest appearance by hip hop duo Macklemore and Ryan Lewis, whose song "Thrift shop" was
number one on the Billboard charts at the time. More than 1,000 people cued up to take a photo with the celebrities in
the Jam photo booth, which generated a big buzz.

The crowds we attracted to the Jam Lounge resulted in significant media attention, including national syndicated
articles by the AFP, a guest appearance on NBC's The Today Show and Fuse TV with Alexa Chung, and hundreds of
others.

Alexa Chung at SXSW

Results

The Macklemore celebrity appearance was the most effective at generating media buzz, while the AppsGratis
campaign led to the most significant user-base growth.
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I took away the following key learnings from the campaign:

The $3,000 we spent on AppsGratis generated more than 50,000 downloads in a single day. This equates to just
6 cents per install which is virtually unheard of

That same day we saw an additional 50,000 organic installs as a result of such a fast spike in our user base
size. This validated the burst campaign approach for Jam

Facebook ads were not cost-effective at over $4 per install

Mobile banner ad burst campaigns were effective at generating enough downloads to keep the app in the
charts, but too expensive at around $3 to $5 per install

Macklemore charged us $22,000 for a one-hour appearance, but the media buzz it generated was worth much
more than that

Jam was downloaded by 290,000 users over the course of the four-month campaign, at a total cost of $170,000. This
equates to an effective cost per install (eCPI) of 58 cents. When compared to a national average cost-per-install of
$2.96, we consider the app marketing campaign to have been very successful.

Read the full app marketing case study for the step-by-step process we followed.
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